Patients with psychogenic non-epileptic seizures referred to a tertiary epilepsy centre: patient characteristics in relation to diagnostic delay.
This clinical study examines patient and seizure characteristics of patients with psychogenic non-epileptic seizures (PNES) in a tertiary epilepsy centre. The main focus was whether a new subgroup of PNES patients emerged with a relatively short referral time and possible specific characteristics. All PNES patients referred to a specialist program in our centre between mid 2007 and mid 2009 were consecutively included. This yielded a study cohort of 90 patients. The majority of the patients have a patient history with many medical symptoms and they were or had been in treatment by a medical specialist. Furthermore diffuse psychological/psychiatric symptoms and subsequent treatments are also remarkably common, in general without a clear psychological diagnosis. The average time between seizure onset and referral to an epilepsy centre is remarkably low (4.29 years). About 50% of the patients were referred within 2 years of seizure onset. This 'active high speed referral group' had significantly more previous psychological complaints, significantly more previous psychological/psychiatric treatments and a trend towards more previous medical investigations. There seems to be a new subgroup of PNES patients with a short referral time, characterized by a more active attitude towards examination of the symptoms in combination with an active attitude to apply for treatment. However, the PNES cohort as a whole is characterized by having somatoform symptoms based on a process of somatization.